Sponsorship and Exhibitor Packages

ACC 2013 cordially invites your organization to participate as a sponsor and exhibitor. The ACC typically attracts 1200+ attendees comprised of an international group of researchers, engineers, scientists, and educators, making the venue an excellent opportunity for promoting your publications, products, and services.

There are three levels of sponsorship available.

**Bronze sponsor** ($1,000)
- Company/organization logo, name, and brief description on the conference website and in the printed conference program.

**Silver sponsor** ($2,500)
- Bronze benefits plus …
  - Flyer or brochure insert in the conference registration packet
  - One complimentary conference registration
  - Exhibition booth or one additional complimentary conference registration

**Gold sponsor** ($5,000)
- Silver benefits plus…
  - One additional complimentary conference registration
  - A special session organized by the sponsor on a topic of the sponsor’s choosing (relevant to the conference). The session can be held during lunch hours on any day of the conference and will be listed in the program book and on the website.

There is also a special sponsorship opportunity connected with the conference banquet:

**Flight simulator sponsorship** ($1000)
- The banquet will be held during the evening of June 18, at the National Air and Space Museum. This sponsorship will support free use of the flight simulators for all attendees. Sponsors will have their company name/logo on a placard at entrance to the simulator area.

You may elect this sponsorship after becoming a bronze, silver, or gold sponsor. Note that there are only three of these flight simulator sponsorships available.

Please contact any of the following to explore participation as an ACC 2013 sponsor.

**Prof. Sean B. Andersson, Exhibits Chair**
Boston University

Tel. 1.617.353.4949

**Dr. Lalit K. Mestha, VC, Special Sessions**
Xerox Corp.

Tel. 1.582.422.5123

**Prof. Lucy Y. Pao, General Chair**
University of Colorado, Boulder

Tel. 1.303.492.2360

*Note: Email addresses are also provided for each contact person.*
Plan to Exhibit at the 2013 ACC

Exhibitors will be able to set up their booths in the large foyer areas outside the Grand Ballroom and near the conference registration desk.

Coffee break refreshments will be located in these foyer areas.

Expect high volumes of conference attendee traffic flow by your exhibits.

The 2013 American Control Conference will be held Monday through Wednesday, June 17-19, at the Renaissance Washington, DC Downtown Hotel, which is centrally located in Washington, DC, within 7 blocks of the White House, the US Capitol building, the National Mall, and the Smithsonian Institution. The hotel is also within 2 blocks of an extensive restaurant district.

The ACC is internationally recognized as a premier scientific and engineering conference dedicated to the advancement of control theory and practice. The ACC brings together an international community of researchers and practitioners to discuss the latest findings in control research and practice. The 2013 ACC will feature several kinds of presentations in regular and invited sessions, tutorial sessions, and special sessions along with workshops and exhibits. The conference will also feature theme tracks in sustainability, societal challenges for control, and smart healthcare systems.

Washington, DC presents ample tourist opportunities, including famous museums, a world-class zoo, extensive restaurants, and a booming theatre district. Here you can step back into the history of the United States and also explore the frontiers of science in the same afternoon.